
AA  nnoottee  ffrroomm  tthhee  eeddiittoorr
On any given evening, if you are people watching, you can always see the odd
cheeky kiss taking place in a dark corner of a bar. A good example of this would be
CF (She who must not be named) for setting a good example for her staff by getting
a Swedish deep tongue massage from former ISBA barman Mikael Carlsson. 
On Wednesday night it was hard not to see a French couple go at it like, well like a
couple in the privacy of their own bedroom. For at least half an hour (but nearer to !
hour) they were in a world of their own. The snogging, the groping, the vertical frot-
ting, the writhing together was hard not to notice considering they were right next to
the dance floor and only 5ft from the bar. The phrase “Get a room” had never been
more aptly used. It was only a matter of a time before they took to one of the tables
and finished the deed. In the end they opted for a little bit of privacy in one of the toi-
lets. Nothing says I love you like a bit of coitus in a toilet stall.     

THE SURGEON GENERAL WARNS
Doing ski seasons can be highly addictive, can seriously damage your sanity, result in a general lack of sleep, makes your arse bigger, increase

the chances of getting a blow job in the skidoo hut outside Kudeta and waking up next to a complete stranger. 
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Alice(PW) getting her tonsils cleaned



SSyymmppaatthhyy
I’ve often been accused of not being very sympathetic to other people’s problems. I guess this all
depends on what their problems are and how they occurred. Here is a list of common problems
and the level of sympathy I have. Please note although externally I might nod sympathetically,
inside I will a seething vortex of un-supporting rage.

I’ve lost my phone (non-smart phone). Sympathy level moderate. Although you’ve lost your old
Nokia it’s not the end of the world. Although having to pass your new number to everyone is a real
bugger.

I’ve lost my phone (smartphone). Sympathy level very low. Whenever someone says this I ask
whether they installed “find my iphone” or the Android equivalent. 99.9% of the time they say “no”
or “I was going to do that”. If you don’t have the 5 minutes to install a free app which enables you
to track/wipe/brick a lost phone you really deserve to lost it.

I’ve broken my phone (smartphone) Sympathy level very low.  What are you doing carrying
around a £500 phone (that most people don’t actually use as a phone because they are on a UK
contract) around resort where the chance of ice/beer related accidents are very high. That is what
a cheap ass Nokia PAYG handset is for.

I’ve injured myself (on the mountain) Sympathy level high. Accident will happen and skiing is a
dangerous sport and sooner or later you will injure yourself. As long as you weren’t trying your
first jump of the season on the black kicker. As someone who has personally broken two bones
over the course of seasons past I know how you feel.
I’ve injured myself(Sober) Sympathy level high. See above.

I’ve injured myself(every other variation) Sympathy level low. If a lot of alcohol is involved it’s just
a matter of time before you do something silly.

I’ve had my car towed. Sympathy level low. So you went to all the trouble of bringing out a car to
the resort only to park it somewhere were you shouldn’t have it’s will eventually be removed by
the municipal rossers. Think of it from their perspective, Clearing the roads with 2 meters of snow
is hard enough without wondering if there is are cars hidden beneath it.
By brand new jacket got stolen after I dumped
it under a table/ in a corner in a club. 

Sympathy level low. If you are tight enough
not to spend 2" to put it in the cloak room you
deserved to have it stolen/ have something 
stainy/ sticky spilt on it.

I’ve been fired (because my boss didn’t like
me). Sympathy level so low it’s almost off
the scale. Apart from the fact that the real rea-
son you were fired was you were useless/
incompetent/ lazy and you probably though
that doing a season would be an excellent doss
in the mountains for 5 months.

After a drunken night with a co-worker all of a
sudden he won’t talk to me again. Sympathy
level what did you think would happen?

Every week we shall ask what really gets
Aaron’s goat. This week....
Miserable rich people
For those who say that money can buy you hap-
piness they obviously haven’t worked in a shop
selling stuff directly to rich people. After all isn’t
that what personal shoppers are for.



BByyrroonn  uunnlleeaasshheess  ““ ppaaiinn””   oonn  hhiiss  rroooommmmaatteess
Byron (Lord) was famously described by Lady
Caroline Lamb as "mad, bad and dangerous to
know". Well two out of three isn’t bad for the
Bubble’s Byron. On Christmas morning Byron
unleashed
hell on his
r o o m
m a t e s
with a
s t a l e
baguette.
With the
dexter i ty
of a circus
k n i f e
thrower he threw it across the room, hitting co-work-
er Jeff in the cheek, drawing blood. This was just a
glancing blow, a richochet, with it’s final target being
,light fingered chair theif, Raab, who ended up
being impaled in the eye by French bread. As this
baguette was designed for maximum damage it left
baguette shrapnel behind causing his eye to
become infected. 
So next time you see Bryon holding any bread
products, whether it be a Panini, Papadum or even
a tortilla, be carefull, in his hands it’s a potentially
deadly weapon.  

RRiigghhtt  ttoo  rreeppllyy
If you disagree or feel you have
been wronged by anything that

is written
on this
sheet I
offer you
the right
to reply.
As long
as its not
obscene
or overly
offensive

I will print it word for word.
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QQuuoottee  ooff  tthhee  wweeeekk

“If I make it onto the front page
again after that couple were at

it in milk I’ll kill you”
Sounds like a challenge Neil...

“the four most overrated things in life are champagne, lobster, anal sex, and picnics.” Christopher
Hitchens 1949 – 2011

Raab shows off his most recent gash



One of the major criticisms, One of
the MANY major criticisms I get
about this paper is that of all the
Courchevel villages it only covers
1850 and sometimes 1650. The
explanation for this is simple. I live in
and drink around the bars of 1850
and so I hear what goes on in 1850.
That's were you come in. If you
have any stories, gossip, photos,
suggestions etc. I want to hear
from you.
I am usually in one of the 1850
bars every evening. Alternatively
for those of you who are more
technically minded you can email
be directly on info@courcheve-
lenquirer.com

The Courchevel Enquirer comes out every Saturday. I look
forward to hearing from you.
Confidentiality assured! honestly!!

WANT YOU!

I

to dish the dirt

Courchevel  Weather Forecast for
2000 m altitude,issued (local time):
12 am 31 Dec.  Summary: A moder-
ate fall of snow, heaviest on Mon
afternoon. Temperatures will be
below freezing (max 0°C on Sun
morning, min -12°C on Mon night).
Wind will be generally light.
Courtesy of www.snow-forecast.com

sponsored by

On December 29th the Biollay had a
bit of technical problem. In very bad
weather 20+ skiers were given a very
rare opportunity to be winched off the
lift.
As reported on S3V website


